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At Basco Shower Enclosures, our goal is to create a remarkable experience for you.

Our team of design engineers and precision craftsmen create a comprehensive family of shower 

enclosures we’re proud to brand with the Basco name.  It doesn’t stop there. We make the selection 

of your enclosure easy, provide hassle free installation, and offer helpful and responsive customer 

service to answer all of your questions.  

When you purchase a Basco Shower Enclosure, your expectations will be exceeded. You will receive a 

classy, elegant and luxurious centerpiece for your bathroom where you can relax and refresh in style.

This is our defi nition of a truly remarkable experience.
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O ur Families

In 1955, founder G. William Rohde opened the doors of Basco, and an 

industry leader was born. From the early days, when Basco became the 

fi rst shower door supplier to utilize safety-tempered glass, to modern times when the Celesta 

line became the standard for luxury shower enclosures, Basco has defi ned elegance and 

class. We bring that heritage with us to every enclosure we manufacture and sell.

Heritage

Every Basco shower enclosure is designed and 

manufactured with the goal of creating an oasis for 

relaxation. Regardless of the enclosure you choose, 

it will complement and enhance the look and feel of 

your bathroom.
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Celesta™ Frameless
Our most exquisite frameless shower enclosures. 

Celesta units feature 3/8” or 1/2” thick glass and a 

variety of hardware in elegant fi nish options. These 

versatile enclosures are available in sliding, swing, 

or door and panel applications to transform any 

bathroom into a spa-like retreat.

Infi nity Frameless
Infi nity enclosures prove that less is more with a 

spacious frameless design. The 1/4” thick glass 

features polished edges for a beautiful balance of 

elegance and performance in sliding, swing, or 

door and panel settings.

Classic Frameless
Classic frameless enclosures use 3/16” thick glass 

and innovative engineering to create a suspended 

look for swing and sliding doors to complement the 

most stylish of bath decors.  

Thinline Frameless or Framed
More glass and less metal. These enclosures 

create a spacious appearance with framed or 

frameless door designs. Our Thinline door and panel 

confi gurations allow you to customize your shower 

enclosure to the design of your bathroom.

Supreme Framed 
The most sophisticated in framed models, Supreme 

enclosures have a completely rounded look 

conveying elegance and stability in sliding and swing 

enclosures. They marry functionality with beauty.

Deluxe Framed
Deluxe enclosures are the essence of proven 

performance in a sliding enclosure. These framed 

enclosures for both tub and shower surpass the 

competition with quality and features uncommon in 

their class.

Performance Framed
These enclosures for swing and sliding applications 

pair reliable function with simple design. With the 

Performance line, available in limited glass and 

fi nish options, we bring our years of experience to 

even the most basic enclosure.

Steam Frameless or Framed
Our steam enclosures are available in Celesta, 

Supreme and Thinline families. Whether swing, 

sliding or door and panel application, our innovative 

gasket system helps you create a tightly sealed 

private world of relaxation.
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Infi nity 1400/1700 
Clear Glass • Oil Rubbed Bronze  

Frameless swing door shown here as model 1700 for 72” tall openings. 

It’s also available as 65 9/16” height model 1400.



Celesta 950 Custom Door and Panel 

Clear Glass • Brushed Nickel

Our signature frameless enclosure in a panel-door-

return confi guration. Celesta enclosures are available 

with 3/8” or 1/2” thick glass.
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C elesta™

Only authentic Celesta frameless shower enclosures from 
Basco provide the highest quality luxury experience. Available 
as sliding or swing doors for the bath or shower, ask for Celesta 
enclosures by name. They can transform any shower into an 
elegant centerpiece in the bathroom and transport you into a 
spa-like retreat. 

Your bathroom is an oasis for relaxation and renewal. Basco offers custom-

designed enclosures to fulfi ll whatever dream you have for your shower. 

Our luxury enclosures are award-winning; Better Homes & Gardens named Celesta one of 

the top 100 products available in the industry.

Luxury
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Celesta 2850 Tub Enclosure

Venetian Glass • Brushed Nickel

Bring tranquility home with this luxurious 

Celesta enclosure for the tub. With 3/8” thick 

glass and elegant, stylish framing, it offers a 

sophisticated appearance for any bath. Also 

available for the shower, model 3850.

Celesta 900 Swing Door

Clear Glass • Satin Nickel

This frameless enclosure appears to fl oat, with 

only the slightest hints of metal. With 3/8” thick 

luxury glass, Celesta swing doors offer the 

cleanest lines available for those with the most 

discriminating taste.



S liding Doors
Frameless glass doors emphasize luxury and 
performance in a sliding enclosure. Our Celesta, 
Infi nity and Classic sliding enclosures offer an open 
and spacious look to make your tub or shower the 
centerpiece of the bathroom.

Style and elegance is the goal for each of our enclosures. Your shower 

should complement your taste. Enhance your bath with a sliding 

enclosure and change average to amazing.

Elegant

Celesta 3850
Rain Glass • Silver

Experience luxury in your bathroom with 

Celesta. This sliding enclosure for your shower 

features a variety of unique glass options in 

exquisite 3/8” thick glass. It’s also available as 

a tub unit, model 2850.

F r a m e l e s s
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Classic 3400 
Clear Glass • Oil Rubbed Bronze 

The Classic line features more glass and less 

metal for an open bath environment. Shown 

here as a sliding tub unit with 3/16” thick glass 

and a single towel bar. It’s also available as a 

sliding shower unit, model 3500.



Infi nity 4400 

Clear Glass • Satin Nickel

Our Infi nity sliding enclosures feature a rounded header in a frameless design. 

The 1/4” thick glass has polished edges and curved towel bars are suspended 

through the glass. This unit is also available for the shower, model 4500. 
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Supreme 2150 
Cascade Glass • Silver

Make your tub an elegant fi xture with our Supreme enclosure. You 

can complement the curved header and rails with one of two towel 

bar styles. This unit is also available for a shower, model 3150.



S liding Doors
A sliding enclosure can enhance the look of 
any bathroom, whether placed on a shower 
or a tub. Consider our Supreme, Deluxe and 
Performance framed lines of enclosures for 
function and beauty. Also available in a variety 
of units modifi ed for steam applications.

F r a m e d
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Performance 8150
Obscure Glass • Silver

The Performance line of sliding doors pairs 

Basco’s reliable function with basic design. 

Offered only with obscure glass and a silver 

fi nish. It’s also available as a shower unit, 

model 9150.

Deluxe 7150 
Clear Etched Glass • Oil Rubbed Bronze

Our Deluxe model incorporates proven quality 

in design and performance. Distinctive towel 

bars on the interior and exterior of the enclosure 

provide added convenience. It’s also available 

as a tub unit, model 6150.

A bathroom can say a lot about you. Our enclosures allow you 

to make the perfect statement. Choose the frame fi nish, glass 

option, header and towel bar that expresses your style.

Personalized



If your space requires a swing door, Basco offers several 

styles to meet your needs. For an open and elegant look, 

consider our Celesta, Infi nity or Classic frameless doors.S wing Doors
F r a m e l e s s

Infi nity 1400/1700
Clear Glass • Oil Rubbed Bronze

An innovative hinge system with less metal is the 

highlight of this frameless Infi nity door. Premium 

glass options are 1/4” thick with polished edges 

to enhance its rich appearance. Available in 

standard heights of 65 9/16” and 72”.
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Celesta 900
Clear Glass • Antique Pewter

Frameless luxury glass for the most 

discriminating taste. Celesta enclosures 

emphasize distinction and elegance with 3/8” 

or 1/2” thick glass. 

Classic 3600 

Rain Glass • Burnished Copper

This 3/16” frameless door uses a pivot hinge 

ensuring a secure door while making out-of-

square adjustments easy. A magnetic latch 

securely closes the door, and a clear vinyl seal 

ensures water stays in the shower.



Infi nity 1422/1722 
Fluted Glass • Oil Rubbed Bronze

The Infi nity French doors provide greater access for entry and double everything our customers love — 

luxurious 1/4” thick glass, a continuous hinge and a frameless enclosure. Available in standard heights 

of 68 1/2”, 72” and 76”.
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Steam 18CS/400S with Top Panel 

Clear Glass • Brushed Nickel  

This seal tight enclosure traps steam in your 

shower. Its continuous hinge door has a 

magnetic latch and is custom-designed to fi t 

your door’s height. This unit is also available 

without a transom panel above the door.



S wing Doors
F r a m e d

A swing door offers stability, security 
and function. Consider our Supreme and 
Performance framed doors. Our Steam and 
Bi-fold doors provide solutions to customers 
with specifi c needs for their bathroom.
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Supreme 100/200/500
Clear Beveled Glass • Wrought Iron

A pivot hinge provides smooth operation 

and makes this Supreme swing door easy to 

install. It’s available at three different heights, 

100 models shown as 63”, 200 at 67” and 500 

at 70 1/2”.  This door is also available with a 

continuous hinge in varying heights, models 

110, 210 and 510.

Bi-Fold 1100
Obscure Glass • Gold

This unique bi-fold design offers a telephone 

booth style that conforms to tight spaces. 

Featuring a continuous hinge and simple clean 

lines, the door marries function and style.

Performance 75
Obscure Glass • Silver

Our basic Performance hinged shower door 

is available with obscure glass and a silver 

anodized fi nish.
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Infi nity 1413/1713 
Clear Glass • Oil Rubbed Bronze

Infi nity door and panel units feature luxurious 1/4” thick glass, a rounded 
header and a continuous hinge in a frameless door. Available in standard 
heights of 68 1/2” and 72”.



Door & Panel

With a door and panel enclosure, we can 
create walls of glass to complete any 
bathroom design exceeding a 36” door 
opening. Consider a frameless enclosure 
in our Celesta, Infi nity or Thinline styles 
for true luxury.

From the fi rst cut of metal framing to the last tightened screw during 

installation, the Basco team stresses precision and accuracy. Our 

expert craftsmen deliver a superior product and our factory-trained installers ensure your 

enclosure looks and functions as it was designed.

Precision

F r a m e l e s s
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Celesta 950 

Clear Glass • Satin Nickel

Beauty, luxury and elegance are the hallmarks 

of Celesta’s 3/8” or 1/2” glass enclosures. 

Door and panel confi gurations can be created 

to fi t any space for a truly distinctive look.

Thinline 136/736 
Symmetry Glass • Oil Rubbed Bronze

Thinline enclosures emphasize more glass and 

less metal for a spacious appearance. Shown 

here as a 3/16” frameless pivot door and panel 

this unit is also available with a continuous 

hinge. Offered as various confi gurations in 

standard heights of 68 1/2” and 72”.



D oor & Panel
F r a m e d

With a variety of options, there is a framed door and 
panel enclosure that complements the personality 
of your bathroom. The versatility of a door and panel 
enclosure allows for a perfect fi t into any space with 
an opening that exceeds 36”.

Thinline 135S/135/735
Clear Glass • Brushed Bronze

Flexibility is the nature of Thinline door and 

panel enclosures, offering more glass for a 

spacious appearance.  Shown here as a framed 

pivot door and panel for openings that exceed 

36”. This unit is available in heights of 65 3/4”, 

68 1/2” and 72”.

Thinline 145HI/745HI
Clear Glass • Burnished Copper

Thinline enclosures, in a variety of 

confi gurations,  feature a framed pivot or hinge 

door. Shown here as a continuous hinge door 

with return panel. These units are available in 

heights of 68 1/2” and 72”.
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Upgrading your bathroom is an investment, one that should last well 

into the future. Basco utilizes clean, classic lines, ensuring that your 

shower enclosure will always be in style.

Timeless
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Thinline 150/750 
Clear Glass • Silver

Our Thinline door and panel enclosures accommodate any confi guration. Shown 
here as a framed pivot door and panel with return. These units are available in 
heights of 68 1/2” and 72”.



F inish Options

It’s a color palette many artists would envy. 

Whether anodized or painted with our unique 

trademark fi nishing system, Bascoat™,  our 

frame options complement today’s most 

popular faucets and bathroom fi xtures. They 

turn any bath into a masterpiece.

You can create a bathroom that is entirely your style by using colors 

to make it distinctive. The paint on your walls, the color of your 

towels, the fi nish of your faucets; they all create a unique environment. Basco offers a variety of 

colors to complete the look of your bathroom.

Distinctive

Celesta Plated Finishes:

BrassAntique Brass

Satin Brass

Chrome

Satin Chrome

Brushed Satin Chrome

Gold Plated Polished Nickel

Basco Anodized Finishes:

Silver Brushed Nickel*Gold
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* Brushed Nickel is also offered as a Celesta plated fi nish.



Brushed Bronze

Almond Antique Pewter

Burnished Copper Oil-Rubbed Bronze

Satin Nickel

Bronze

White Wrought Iron
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Basco and Celesta Painted Finishes
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*Photo represents section of door design, pattern does not fi ll complete panel.

Obscure Clear Etched*

Steam Mist

Refl ections

Autumn

Basco Exclusive 
Glass Options:

Clear Beveled*

Fluted Heirloom

ObObObObObObObbObObbbbObObObbbbObbbbbObObbbbObObbbsssscscsccsssssssssssss urururuurururururrrurururururrururrruuurreeeee Cascade



G lass Options
Clear glass showcases the most decorative of shower interiors 

and is available throughout Basco’s portfolio of enclosures. We 

also offer the industry’s largest variety of luxurious glass options 

ranging in transparency for the degree of privacy you desire. 

Clear
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Rain

Arctic Frost

Symmetry

CobblestoneVenetian

Silk

Celesta™ Exclusive 
Glass Options:

Basco and Celesta™ 
Glass Options:
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Celesta 925 
Clear Glass • Brushed Nickel  

Luxury frameless glass for any confi guration is the highlight of our 

Celesta enclosures.  Shown here as a panel/door/panel confi guration.



Basco Distinctives

At Basco we believe in long-lasting value.  We develop, recommend and stand 

behind our products so that you may enjoy your shower enclosure for many 

years to come.  

Value

Class & Elegance
Every Basco shower enclosure is designed, manu-

factured and installed with the goal of creating an 

oasis for relaxation. Regardless of the enclosure 

you choose, it will complement and enhance the 

look and feel of your space.

Trusted Brand
Basco shower enclosures are consistently rated 

number one in quality and brand preference. The 

Basco seal on every door assures you of our 

promise. When you see the Basco name, you can 

expect the best.

Precision Engineering
Basco team members fabricate every shower 

enclosure with accuracy and workmanship. Our 

shower enclosures maximize performance and 

durability while looking beautiful.

Premium Materials
Every shower enclosure is manufactured with dura-

ble, quality materials. Frames are made of hardened 

aluminum, undergoing an exclusive heat treatment 

for lasting beauty. The process prevents bending 

and protects the surface against scratches.

Innovative Features
Basco’s unique Sta-Kleen track is standard on all 

sliding doors. The mechanism prevents dirt buildup 

while keeping water securely within the enclosure. 

Our swing doors have innovative drip systems 

and seals to keep water in the shower and off the 

bathroom fl oor.

Distinctive Hardware
Basco’s solid brass hinges are engineered for 

heavy use and timeless beauty. Door pulls, towel 

bars and knobs are 30 percent heavier than other 

brands. All of our hardware is available in our vari-

ety of quality fi nishes.

Glass Options
Basco offers the industry’s largest variety of glass 

options in our Celesta and our Premium glass lines. 

They’re offered in a variety of styles, from the subtle 

blurring of arctic frost to the distinctive look of rain. 

We were the fi rst to use safety-tempered glass, and 

continue to provide our customers with this feature.

Complementary Color
Our fi nish color options are designed to comple-

ment today’s most popular faucet and bath hard-

ware. The palette is as diverse as our customer’s 

preferences, from classic silver to the more rustic 

antique pewter. We use our trademark fi nishing 

system, Bascoat™, to protect the enclosure’s lus-

ter and shine. 

Custom Design
If the bathroom of your dreams isn’t in any catalog, 

Basco’s experts will help you build it. With over 50 

years of experience, Basco can fi t any style and 

size shower enclosure you need. And because of 

our expertise, you’ll have it in days, not weeks.
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Clerét
When used after showering, Clerét is a superior 

glass cleaning tool that prevents soap build-up 

and water spots. It provides excellent care to 

keep all types of glass, especially clear glass, 

sparking clear.

Clerét is available in two color combinations: 

white with aqua blades and white end caps 

(CG101), white with white blades and silver end 

caps (CG101S).

It’s our pleasure to take care of our 

customers. That’s why we recommend and 

develop products to make it possible for 

you to enjoy your shower enclosure long 

after the installation is complete. 

Bathroom Cleaning
Basco recommends Lysol® Bathroom Cleaner as 

the best cleaner for your shower enclosure. This 

safe, non-abrasive product dissolves soap build-up 

without harming the metal surfaces of your shower 

enclosure framing, rails, hardware and hinges.

AquaGlide™
The best way to keep your glass looking newer 

longer is to protect it before it leaves the factory. 

Basco offers the unique AquaGlide™ glass 

protection system. This long-lasting, protective 

coating makes cleaning shower glass as simple 

as spraying it with water. It makes water bead 

on glass and prevents water spots, soap scum 

build-up, stains and mineral deposits. Customers 

can also purchase a kit to apply or revitalize the 

protective coating at home.
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Product Care
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